TELANGANA FORMATION DAY

The dawn of 2nd June 2019 saw a great amount of festivity and enthusiasm at campus as St.Martin’s Engineering College celebrated “Telangana Formation” day with gaiety. Telangana the 29th and the emerging youngest state in India was formulated on this day in the year 2014. Our beloved Principal Sir, Dr. P Santosh Kumar Patra hoisted the National Flag in the presence of our Chairman Sri. Marri Laxman Reddy, Executive Director Sri. G Chandrasekhar Yadav, Students, Teaching and non-teaching staffs followed by the melodious string of “Jai Telangana” that was sung by the students emphasizing jubilance. Principal Sir gave a wonderful speech and he invited Social reformers and freedom fighters to the occasion. Chief Guests also gave speech about the importance of Telugu culture, Telangana language and the bounty of Telangana’s Nature. They were felicitated by Our Chairman and Executive Director. A series of Cultural and Extracurricular activities were conducted as part of this. The celebration concluded with the singing of National Anthem and distribution of sweets.